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INTRODUCTION
Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) is an ongoing process that applies a holistic, portfolio approach to the most
significant risks to the achievement of the entity’s business objectives. In general, most ERM process
implementations begin at a very basic level and evolve over time. Typically, as the ERM process matures, more
sophisticated elements like the use of Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) are implemented. KRIs are metrics used by
organizations to provide an early signal of increasing risk exposures in various areas of the enterprise. In some
instances, they may represent key ratios that management throughout the organization track as indicators of
evolving risks and potential opportunities, which signal the need for actions to be taken. Others may be more
elaborate and involve the aggregation of several individual risk indicators into multi-dimensional scores for
emerging events that may lead to new risks or opportunities. 1 Implementing and effectively using KRIs brings
additional challenges to the ERM function given the in-depth analysis that the process typically requires.
The main purpose of The Art & Science of Key Risk Indicators: A Case Study Analysis is to analyze and provide
examples of how companies across various industries have designed, monitored, and reported KRIs. The company
participants we interviewed have taken different paths to arrive at the KRI reporting they use within their ERM
process. In addition to analyzing the common themes and challenges that the companies faced, our goal is to
provide examples that could be used as guidelines for organizations seeking to implement or improve their KRIs.

Case Study Process and Participants

This case study was conducted by first gaining an understanding of the overall ERM process of each company, and
then exploring the process of developing, monitoring, and reporting KRIs. Interview questions were designed to
identify the timing and reasons for companies to implement KRIs, the methods each used to develop KRIs, and the
subsequent reporting and monitoring of KRIs. The questions also included how companies improve their processes
and where they want to go in the future. A comparison of the five different companies reveals common themes
and unique attributes around implementation and execution of their KRIs.
A common theme is that industry participation affects the way companies adopt and use KRIs. For example,
organizations that participate in highly regulated industries typically have greater access to external information
and more quantitative information based upon the nature of their industry when compared to industries that are
not subject to heavy regulation. While these inherent differences exist, companies in this case study also exhibited
common themes in their KRIs. Examples include the importance of using high quality data, effective communication
as well as buy-in from the business side of the organization in addition to the ERM department.
To ensure anonymity of the participants, we identified each company by sector and revenue. Company B represents
a subsidiary that does not provide financials separate from its parent; therefore, its revenue is not comparable.
Below is a summary of companies that are represented in this case study:
A

B

C

D

E

Sector

Retail

Financial
Services

Financial
Services
Insurance

Utilities

Hospitality

Revenue

$9 Billion

$49 Billion

$22 Billion

$12 Billion

$9 Billion

1

COSO. Developing Key Risk Indicators to Strengthen Enterprise Risk Management. How Key Risk Indicators Can Sharpen Focus on
Emerging Risks.
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TIMING OF KRI IMPLEMENTATION
There were two different points in the evolution of the ERM process that companies introduced KRIs: at the same
time as the ERM process was started or after the ERM process was fairly well established. Companies A and B
implemented key risk indicators at same time as their ERM processes. The two companies operate within the retail
and finance industries. Given the highly regulated nature of the financial industry, there is a plethora of information
readily available to use as risk metrics and therefore Company B was able to select the metrics that best tracked its
risks right at the start of the ERM process.
Company A, on the other hand, chose to use existing key performance indicator (KPI) information which was already
being reported on a single dashboard. These KPIs were reworked into KRIs, where appropriate, in order to leverage
risk management information that had already been gathered for other purposes. By including all the KRIs in a single
dashboard, a holistic view of the company’s risk portfolio is presented. Given the availability of existing data,
companies were able to implement the KRIs at the same time as the ERM process. There was no need to delay the
implementation to collect information on the risks.
Interestingly, Companies C and D also operate in highly regulated industries but did not implement KRIs at the same
time as their ERM process. Companies C, D, and E implemented KRIs after their ERM process was well established.
Those companies did not add KRIs initially because they did not have the required resources to develop and report
on KRIs. By waiting until the ERM process was more developed, these three companies had a foundation upon
which they could build out KRIs.

DEVELOPMENT OF KRIs
There are no set methods for developing KRIs. The first step in the development of KRIs is to identify who is
responsible for the risk and then to establish the roles of the risk owners and the ERM function in the KRI
development process. Companies that participated in the study then used workshops and/or interviews with risk
owners to develop their KRIs.

Role of ERM Function vs. Risk Owners

Three companies had risk owners take responsibility and accountability for developing KRIs while the ERM team
played a supporting role. Risk owners in companies A, B and D took control of KRIs, with the ERM team playing an
advisory role, sharing insights on optimal approaches. In some cases, like Company D, the ERM team facilitated
workshops to assist the risk owners in developing KRIs. The employees within the business units are responsible
and accountable for the KRI, while the ERM team plays a background role. This reflects the use of subject matter
experts within each department, and ensures buy-in from the business side.

Companies C and E took a different approach with the ERM team leading the development of KRIs. Although there
is still significant involvement from the risk owners, the effort to develop KRIs is driven primarily by the ERM team.
Company E realized the risk owners did not have bandwidth to take on this effort and therefore the ERM team took
the lead in developing the KRIs. In that process it was the ERM team’s job to gain input and buy-in from the business
unit leaders by demonstrating that KRIs would be a valuable tool in achieving business objectives.
After the companies determined the appropriate roles for the development of their KRIs they then began the
process of identifying the appropriate metrics to use for KRIs. Companies used both workshops and interviews to
identify those metrics.
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Workshops

Workshops were used to develop the KRIs in order to gather input and generate discussion from a broad group of
stakeholders, including risk owners and subject matter experts. Company D was able to effectively utilize workshops
to analyze its risks. Risk owners that have been assigned a risk gathered information prior to the workshop. Included
within this information are potential causes that could lead to the risk event at the center of the Bowtie analysis.
The ERM director then organizes a series of workshops that usually included six to eight subject-matter experts to
keep the discussion focused and encourage debate. The director determines the right combination of people and
the appropriate level of preparation can create the kind of atmosphere that would drive the creativity needed to
focus on the relevant root causes of the major risks of the organization.
Company D uses a “Bowtie” analysis technique in its workshops. The illustration below portrays the bowtie analysis
process in more detail. It starts with the risk at the “knot” of the tie, and then moves to the left to identify and
describe the events or circumstances that may cause the risk event to occur, paying particular attention to root
causes. Once those causes have been identified, the analysis then identifies preventive measures that could be
implemented. At this point there could be an evaluation of the actual preventive measures that the organization
has in place to determine whether additional measures should be put in place. The analysis then moves to the right
to look at the potential consequences that would result after the risk event happens, and the plans the organization
either has or should have in place to minimize the negative effects of the risk.

Figure 1: Bowtie analysis
In the workshop, participants first focus on the events that could cause the risk to happen. Once the cause events
have been identified and agreed upon, the risk owner and subject matter experts consider the potential
consequences of the event. Based upon the identified consequences, the group reviews mitigation strategies
currently in place or need to be developed for each cause. Each workshop would last two to four hours and,
depending upon the complexity of the risk, the number of workshops needed to vet each risk could range from two
to four. The ERM director found that these workshops had to be broken down in this way in order to be more
effective due to the exhaustive nature of the approach.
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Interviews

Interviews are used to gain perspectives from individual risk owners and subject matter experts. In particular, the
use of interviews allows both the ERM team and the business unit leaders to avoid the potential for groupthink and
identify unique perspectives. One-on-one interviews are used by Company A and E to start the discussion of
proposed metrics with business unit leaders. The use of interviews is beneficial in that the ERM team and the
business unit leaders share their perspectives on proposed metrics and challenge each other. Company A also uses
interviews but takes a more informal approach. The ERM leader begins the interview process by sitting down with
the risk owner to gain a thorough understanding of what is being done to manage the risk. Once an in depth
understanding of the risk is obtained, a follow up interview is then conducted to develop a KRI that will be effective.
Company A chose to complete their interview process in this way because it encourages the risk owners to take
accountability for their KRI.

SOURCES OF DATA
An important element of any KRI is the quality of the available data used to monitor a specific risk. Attention must
be paid to the source of the information, either internal to the organization or drawn from an external source.
Sources of information that are available help inform the choice of KRIs to be employed. Figure 2 below shows
companies A, D, and E using mainly internal data while companies B and C use a fairly even mix of internal data and
external data.

Figure 2: Sources of Data
The three companies using mostly internal data are in the following industries: retail (Company A), utilities
(Company D), and hospitality (Company E). These companies operate in industries that sell services or products
directly to consumers, so they use their internal data to measure company ratios and compare to prior year metrics
and industry benchmarks. For example, Company D was already collecting data concerning risks affecting the
organization as a part of the ERM process and to help succeed in the highly regulated industry. Thus, the existing
data doubled as information for developing KRIs and for determining KRI thresholds. These three companies are
also highly seasonal so historic internal data can be used to indicate when changes are approaching. The downside
of using internal data is that it tends to be lagging in nature and may not provide insights on emerging risks.
Two of the five companies were more balanced in their mix of internal and external data. These two companies
operate in the finance (Company B) and financial services insurance (Company C) industries. A core element to B
and C’s business models is buying and selling risks of others, therefore it is logical that many of their key
performance measures (KPIs) lend themselves naturally to being reused as KRIs. Additionally, there are many
benchmarks inherent to those industries such as London Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR) that are both easily
accessible and provide valuable information to the firms. As a result, macroeconomic data and other external data
is valuable for creating KRIs. B and C operate in highly regulated industries dictating the need to handle high
volumes of data and respond quickly to regulatory changes.
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TYPES OF KRIs
There are two types of KRIs: leading and lagging. Leading KRIs provide indications that risks may be emerging. The
closer the KRI is to the ultimate root cause of the risk event, the more likely the KRI will provide management time
to proactively take action to respond to the risk event. Lagging KRIs monitor data retrospectively to identify changes
in the patterns or trends within the data that will affect the risk. These types of indicators shed insights about risk
events that have already affected the organization. The use of leading and lagging KRIs are specific to the company
rather than the type of data used to develop the indicators. This observation is supported by comparing leading
KRIs between A and E, both of which operate in highly seasonal industries and rely heavily on internal data as
indicators of risk. However, Company A developed greater number of lagging KRIs than Company E. The use of more
external data, as seen in B and C, did not result in more leading KRIs. Interestingly Company D, which relies heavily
on internal data, has the same KRI mix as companies which use equal ratios of internal and external data.
Companies A and B repurposed KPIs into KRIs which led to the dominance of lagging over leading indicators within
their KRI mix. The definition of a KPI is a quantifiable measure used to evaluate the success of an organization in
meeting objectives for performance. The benefit of using KPIs is that these measures were already accepted and
will increase buy-in. This is appropriate if they are related to key risks.
With regards to leading and lagging KRIs, a company is looking for trends, patterns, and interdependencies in the
data. Whether the company uses internal or external data depends heavily on the industry the company operates
within as well as other factors. Certain industries that are highly seasonal and consumer-centric may require the
company to use more internal data. Companies operating in highly regulated industries that are affected by
macroeconomic events need to supplement their internal information with external data. What matters the most
in designing and implementing KRIs is that companies focus on risk indicators that can signal management to take
action.

MONITORING & REPORTING OF KRIs
Monitoring KRIs is an important aspect of ensuring the effectiveness of these indicators. The risk information
communicated to decision makers should be relevant, reliable, and timely. Using timely risk information allows the
organizations to ensure their respective KRIs are impactful to decision makers. Companies stressed the importance
of trends within risk information. Typically, the threshold numeric values are less important than the overall trend
of the risk information. If risks trend in the wrong direction, then the risks are escalated up to senior management
and executives. ERM leaders highlighted the unproductiveness of focusing on the numeric values that underlie each
threshold because it led to discussions with executives that were too detail oriented. Thus, losing the enterprise
level view desired.
Company policies dictate a formal annual update of KRIs with respect to thresholds. There are many channels to
communicate the updates, such as dashboards, workshops, and memorandums. Companies B, C, and D
communicate via dashboards that are available on a shared site. This means that a risk owner in a business unit
would be able to pull information regarding the identified risks, the key risk indicators and their thresholds, the
mitigation plan, and the trend of thresholds that is relevant to his duties.
Each company reports their KRIs quarterly to a risk committee or council. The Board of Directors from some of the
companies receive these updates while some do not. In the quarterly reports, The Board of Directors receive highlevel risk information that ties directly to strategic success. Company B relates their KRI reports to respective
strategic pillars and any differences between the two would be brought to the attention of the risk council.
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CHALLENGES TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF KRIs
With every new process, there are challenges and obstacles which must be overcome. There are three key areas
that the companies faced in implementing KRIs. These include: a lack of quantitative information, manual processes,
and business buy-in.
Each challenge was present in at least one of the companies throughout the development of KRIs. There is a greater
amount of qualitative data than quantitative data used within each KRI. The challenge with qualitative data is that
it is inherently subjective and can be interpreted in different ways. In some settings, the lack of quantitative data
has led to slower business buy-in. Failing to realize the opportunities effective KRIs can bring, risk owners may miss
a valuable way to improve performance in meeting business objectives. Companies would like to use more
quantitative data with the goal of eliminating some of the subjectivity that is inherent to KRIs.
Another challenge that companies face is the financial and time pressures of adopting emerging technologies. This
has led to manual processes of data entry and collection being used when these processes may have the potential
to be automated. This can allow risks to slip through the cracks or could delay response times. However, it is also
important to note that all processes cannot be automated. For example, workshops and interviews allow risk
owners to bring out important, qualitative context to the KRIs. To overcome this challenge, one of the companies
will be introducing “playbooks” to provide more comprehensive risk information and improve communication of
risk information across the organization.

THE FUTURE OF KRIs
All the participants identified areas in which their KRIs could improve. The identified areas are data analytics and
automation, greater use of quantitative data, more transparency and better communication. Adding automation
and data analytics will provide more timely information and greater insights into risks. Furthermore, companies are
striving toward incorporating more quantitative data in order to make less subjective indicators. With reduced
subjectivity, ERM leaders expect increased buy-in from all levels.
One company is working towards implementing a “playbook” that contains information on each KRI with the goal
of distributing the information on the company’s dashboard. This is an automated process that will provide more
robust information beyond just the KRI data. This includes but is not limited to the risk register, thresholds, the
mitigation plan, and the trend of KRIs. The purpose of this is to increase communication of KRIs across the company
and to help employees see the value of managing and tracking risks through the use of KRIs. Ultimately, the playbook
enhance transparency and engage more employees in the risk management process. All companies saw the need
to continuously build upon their KRIs in a transparent manner and are moving towards a similar direction.
Through improved data analytics and automation, communication, transparency, and a greater use of quantitative
data, companies expect to continue to refine the metrics used to track risks and improve the speed at which they
can respond to risks.
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CONCLUSION
All the companies in this case study have a structured ERM processes in place that facilitated the development of
KRIs and held the common goal of improving risk management capabilities. In each of the companies, we noted the
importance of effective communication, readily available, credible data and buy-in from the business side of the
organization. While not every organization had the initial implementation of KRIs go as smoothly as planned,
companies were able to overcome challenges to establish meaningful measures of risk to provide warnings when
action needs to be taken to address potential risk events.
Each company has taken a different path in the development, implementation, and refinement of its KRIs to fit its
needs and capabilities. Their respective industries have influenced the way their KRIs were developed and used.
This report and the detailed examples provided in the appendices should serve as a tool for other organizations
that are looking to build out their ERM process by adding or improving KRIs.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
Company Overview

Company A is a specialty retailer with stores and branches across North America. Company A had revenue of more
than $9 billion in its most recent fiscal year.

ERM Overview

ERM Function
ERM is led by an employee with a dual role as both the Chief Audit Executive and Chief Risk Officer. The CRO reports
on risk directly to the CEO. Currently, ERM consists of the CRO, one manager, an analyst and a data scientist. A Risk
Advisory Council meets every four weeks to discuss risk and is comprised of C-Suite risk owners within the
organization, including the CEO, EVP of HR, EVP of Supply Chain, Chief Procurement Officer, Chief Information
Security Officer, Chief Technology Officer, Chief Audit Executive, VP of Safety and the EVP of General Counsel. The
purpose of the Risk Advisory Council is to oversee risk in a holistic manner across the Company.
Strategy and Objective Setting
The ERM function within Company A is working to make strides in influencing the annual strategic and objective setting
process within Company A. The company had previously used a consulting firm to assist in developing its strategy. The
ERM function started with that strategy document and simplified it into 6 core pillars driving the company’s success.
Risks are presented to executives within the context of how they could adversely affect each of those core pillars.
Risk Identification
The company uses a combination of interviews, workshops and surveys to identify risks. 75 interviews from executives
down to employees at manufacturing plants were conducted last year, and that number has grown to 200 this year.
The interviews are open ended with risk themes utilized as topics of discussion. Risk workshops are also utilized for
analyzing risk implications for joint ventures. Additionally, surveys are employed to aid in the risk identification process.
Questions and risk themes explored within the workshops, surveys and interviews are updated on an ongoing basis as
the ERM function gains a better understanding of risks over time.
Risk Assessment
The ERM function ranks risks over two measures, impact and likelihood, and is considering the addition of a third
measure, residual risk, to take risk response measures into account. A five-point scale is used to rank each measure
used. The ERM function uses visual tools such as heat maps to help aid executives in seeing their risk assessment
process.
Risk Response
Risk responses are the responsibility of risk owners who are typically the executives in charge of each strategic pillar of
Company A or the most senior official within the relevant department. The ERM function focuses on the most critical
areas of risk where the company’s risk tolerance has been exceeded which are indicated by a ‘red KRI’. These are the
risks that are most critical to the achievement of strategic objectives and may be escalated to the CEO for further
discussion over how to best formulate an appropriate response.
Communication & Monitoring
Risks are communicated to the board using dashboards. Executives within the organization prefer to see a risk
dashboard that shows the firm’s risk positions at a high level. Workshops are utilized more often to incorporate
employees who are out in the field managing the risks themselves. In general, the ERM function seeks to tailor their
communications to risk owners and managers with their audience in mind. KRIs are also utilized within the monitoring
process to ensure that each key risk is being managed sufficiently. Each KRI has three ranges associated with them:
green, yellow, and red with red indicating that risk has exceeded tolerance levels. The thresholds used to determine
the red, yellow, green ranges and mark escalation to higher levels are designed by risk owners with input from the
chief risk officer or ERM manager.
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Risk Culture & Leadership
Company A has a strong silo-based risk culture that is transitioning to a more enterprise level of risk culture. The firm
displays a sense of pride in their craft and the fulfillment of their vision of providing auto parts and the requisite
knowledge to fulfill their customer’s needs. With the support of executives and top management like the CEO, the risk
owners should continue to buy into ERM, and the function is expected to continue to mature.

Development of KRIs

Company A began developing its KRIs two years ago when it re-started its ERM process. KRIs were designed with input
from risk owners through a risk interview with a focus on using KRIs to measure risk only where useful and relevant.
Some categories where KRIs were particularly useful were safety and shipment accuracy. There were some areas that
did not lend themselves to the use of KRIs, and so those types of risks did not have corresponding KRIs.
As the risk owners themselves set, communicate and monitor the KRIs on their own, they have a lot of ownership in
the process thereby improving buy-in. Typically, risk owners report KRIs on a monthly basis. The ERM department, has
pushed to automate the data collection process particularly where a risk owner has difficulty collecting the data to
report KRIs on time. The ERM department recently hired a data analyst to accomplish this objective. Most of the
information used to create the KRIs is internally generated and there is an even split between leading and lagging KRIs.
KRIs are communicated mostly between the risk owners and ERM team. At the board level this information is
summarized within the risk dashboard to highlight trends. In addition, the board will receive information regarding
“red” KRIs and the risk owner’s response plan to get their KRI below the red threshold.
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APPENDIX B
Company Overview

Company B is a finance subsidiary of a large firm in the technology industry. The parent has a global footprint that has
a majority of its revenues of almost $50 billion coming from the Americas and a market capitalization of approximately
$198 billion. The subsidiary provides financing solutions to the parent company’s clients such that they are able to fund
the innovative solutions provided by the parent company.

ERM Overview

ERM Function
A global risk manager leads the ERM function, reporting up to an executive with the dual role of SVP of Company B’s
parent and the president of Company B (the subsidiary). The SVP then reports to the CFO of Company B’s parent who
then reports to the CEO meaning there are three layers of reporting to the parent and two layers to the subsidiary. The
company also has in place a Risk Council, that includes a senior executive of the parent company and Company B and
support function (HR, IT, Legal, etc..) employees and focuses on how the risks within the subsidiary may affect the
parent company. At one time, as ERM was initially be implemented there were up to four individuals on the ERM team
but since that time there have been budgetary cuts that have reduced the team to one global risk manager. However,
there are various rotation programs that provide periodic headcount and support to the global risk manager.,. The
global risk manager consults directly with risk owners to help advise them on how best to manage their risks. She also
has close ties with the internal audit department of the parent corporation.
Strategy & Objective Setting
The company operates within a proprietary framework which connects each risk theme to strategic objectives. The
strategic planning group, which includes the senior leadership of Company B as well as, support function staff from the
parent company (HR, IT, Legal, etc.) reviews the objectives the parent company has set for the subsidiary and the
related risks that may impact the parent company annually as part of the planning cycle.
Risk Identification
A comprehensive risk register was developed upon the formation of Company B’s ERM function 5 years prior. The
comprehensive risk register gives more detail to the overall risk themes of Company B and an annual risk review sets
the top 10 to 15 risks themes. Company B’s detailed risk register is updated through an annual risk review in which risk
owners participate. This year the global risk manager will send out a new risk survey to identify any new or changing
risk themes that may have occurred since their initial survey. This survey will ask senior management within Company
B to name 5 to 15 key risks that could impact the achievement of objectives.
Risk Assessment
After the survey results have been collected and summarized, the members of senior management of the parent
company will meet to determine the key risks for which a response plan will be formulated. This is accomplished using
a forced ranking system. Risks are then assessed by Company B’s senior leadership using a 5-point scale for both impact
and likelihood. Company B began building their risk assessment ideology 5 years ago and the ERM function’s
understanding of the risks has improved throughout this period. Recently the assessment was expanded to include
velocity and directionality. Company A uses heat maps, scorecards and other visual aids as part of reporting for senior
management.
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Figure 3 describes Company B’s 5 Point Scale:

Figure 3: A 5-Point Scale
Visual heat map of Company B:

Figure 4: Heat Map
Risk Response
The global risk manager consults a RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed) chart to determine the most
appropriate position to assign as risk owner. The risk owners are typically the most senior manager within each
department of Company B. Those owners will consult with the global risk manager to evaluate risk response plans. The
global risk manager will meet with each of the 10-15 risk owners at least once a quarter, with additional meetings for
risk owners of Company B’s top risks, in order to assess the status of risks and response plans. The global risk manager
highlights any of the top risks that require additional mitigation and works with the risk owners to ensure the
appropriate focus is put on those mitigation plans.
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Communication & Monitoring
The ERM team provides a risk report to the risk council quarterly. To the extent that a particular risk involves sensitive
information, that information will only be provided to the risk owner of that particular risk. In addition to this, there is
a transparent risk register that displays non-sensitive KRIs throughout the organization so that employees are aware
of risk information relevant to their work.
Risk Culture & Leadership
Company B has a strong culture of accountability at all levels, and accountability for appropriate risk management is
an integral part of that. In addition, there are numerous avenues for employees to escalate risk concerns: a risk mailer
that goes directly to the global risk manager, an ethics hotline, and an escalation tool for employees to report potential
control deficiencies to Internal Audit. There is a strong tone at the top within Company B that supports the continued
maturation of the ERM process.

Development of KRIs

Company B began to design and implement its KRIs 3 years ago. As many of their risks were financial with measurable
quantitative data, it made it easier to implement KRIs to further the understanding of risk within the firm. Additionally,
KRIs create a clear expectation of where risks are targeted to be. The KRIs were initially designed by the risk owners
(senior leaders within the organization) which aligns accountability for the implementation and success. The global risk
manager compiles all of the KRIs for each risk theme and reports them through a risk dashboard as illustrated below:

Figure 5: Dashboard
The top portion describes the risk assessment for the high-level risk that was set on the basis of impact and likelihood.
An overall risk score is calculated by multiplying impact and likelihood and the potential annual impact is estimated.
Then the ability of Company B to mitigate the risk is assessed to find a control value that is netted against the annual
impact to calculate the residual risk level. The KRIs used to track recent activity within the risk area are shown in the
middle portion of the dashboard. The targets, which are set on an annual basis, describe the necessary performance
needed to get a “green” assessment. The next column describes the actual performance which can be put into three
different categories. “Green” indicated the KRI is being well managed, “yellow” is an in between point for the KRI and
“red” triggers further action and escalation within the organization. The next two columns describe the change quarter
over quarter and the directionality of the change in the KRI over the period.
The KRIs were developed by risk owners with the objective of tracking changes in the risk over time and predicting
future risk events. Currently, around 25% of Company B’s KRI portfolio is made up of leading KRI indicators with the
other 75% made up of lagging indicators. Within the financial industry there is a large amount of external data available
to be tracked and Company B has used this information to set its KRIs where appropriate. Some more company specific
risks such as talent risk are better tracked internally. The thresholds for the KRIs mentioned previously (green, yellow,
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red) were developed by the risk owners as well. It is notable that there are typically at least three KRIs used to track
each risk theme which allows for an evaluation of the KRIs at more of a portfolio level. Instead of a single KRI’s
movement triggering a response, typically it would take a couple within the same category to move in the same
direction. As an example, if one KRI within counterparty risk moved from green to yellow it would not garner the same
amount of attention as if two or three of the related KRIs moved in an adverse direction.
KRIs at Company B have provided an effective tracking and control mechanism. The participation of the risk owners in
the development and reporting of the data making up the KRIs has been instrumental in ensuring buy in to the process.
The ERM team continues to update the KRI reporting, using feedback from the risk owners to further improve the
quality of risk information provided and to ensure the KRIs provide relevant information on the status of risks and
response plans.
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APPENDIX C
Company Overview

Company C is a business holding company whose subsidiaries provide supplemental health and life insurance in the
United States and overseas. This insurance company offers provide a layer of financial protection against income and
asset loss. Company C has revenue of almost $22 billion in the most recent fiscal year.

ERM Overview

ERM Function
At Company C, there is an ERM team for each of its three subsidiaries. Overseeing each risk team is a risk committee,
and all risk activities are aggregated with the global risk committee which acts as a governing body for the three
subsidiaries. The CRO leads the ERM function and is also the chair of the global risk committee. The CRO reports to the
Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and the Audit Committee (AC). Below the CRO, is the Global Risk Officer (GRO) who
oversees eight personnel in the United States subsidiary. The GRO is responsible for corporate level activities that
support each of the local functions such as Finance, Treasury and HR. The risk team in the US focuses on operational
risks, as well as governance activities, such as developing policies and reporting risk information.

Figure 6: ERM Reporting Chart
Strategy & Objective Setting
At the Company, the objectives of the ERM team are closely linked to the strategy of the overall organization. Six
months prior to the annual business planning meeting, senior management informs the ERM team of the Company’s
objectives and new initiatives for the upcoming fiscal year. When preparing for the business meeting, the Risk
Management team conducts a risk assessment, looking at individual strategic initiatives of the organization. The risk
assessment seeks to answer the following questions for each strategy:
• What risk does this mitigate?
• What risk is created? and
• What are the risks to effectively executing the strategy?
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For example, automation is a new strategic initiative that creates opportunities and risks. Therefore, the ERM team
would guide a discussion around how the risks related to automation may affect the company overall.
From the top down, the CRO is heavily involved with prioritizing the risks to be addressed. Company C recently changed
its organization structure, breaking down their ERM departments into more local teams using risk liaisons, instead of
being strictly, US and overseas teams. Some of the risk team’s top ERM initiatives for the upcoming fiscal year include
building and expanding their risk liaisons through the organization and creating more first line ownership of risks in
their areas of responsibility. These are all efforts to build upon the foundation of promoting risk culture awareness.
Risk Identification & Risk Assessment
Company C’s risk identification process involves both top-down and bottom-up approaches. This process is conducted
mostly through surveys and interviews beginning at the top of the organization. These interviews include 54 employees
at the Senior VP level and above, along with 5 members of the Board of Directors. The questions are very strategic
focused, specifically on the risks affecting corporate objectives. The goal is to gain a high-level view of the risks that
could jeopardize the achievement of business objectives. The bottom-up approach uses Risk and Control selfAssessments (RCSA) to different process owners across the subsidiary with quarterly surveys to keep them updated.
The objective of the frequent surveys is to track as much data as possible, including economic data. Economic and
financial data are used to develop key risk indicators and key performance indicators
The ERM team assesses the identified risks by likelihood and impact, using a five-point scale for each. For likelihood, a
one would be rare and a five would be frequent, which they consider happening ten or more times a year. Impact is
also on the five-point scale with one being minor and five being extreme. These are both then displayed on a heat map
and captured into the risk register which is shared more broadly within the organization.

Figure 7: The five-point scale of Impact and Likelihood is used to create a risk heat map.
The process owners who participated in the survey are responsible for identifying any changes in controls,
organization, or regulation. In addition, vulnerability and the speed of onset are also considered. Further follow-up
and reassessment of risks are conducted on a quarterly basis, or when trigger events occur. Specific trigger events
are identified using the following methods:
• Issues reported in internal or external audits and exams
• Breaches in Key Risk/Performance Indicators limits
• The introduction of new strategies or initiatives
• Material system changes
• Sox updates
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When any of these events occur, a follow-up interview will be scheduled, and the risk management team will reassess
the risk exposure and gather related information. Ultimately, it is the risk owner’s responsibility to perform a sufficient
review to determine whether a trigger event would require changes to the risk and control register.
Risk Response
The risk register lists risks and risk statements as well as the risk owners that have primary responsibility for each risk.
Risk owners are those who own the process that creates the risk, and their responsibility includes executing mitigation
plans. The risk owner’s responsibilities include developing the risk responses and executing the mitigation plan. The
top-level ERM team’s role in risk response is to decide if the proposed mitigation plan is appropriate based on the
Company’s risk appetite. For significant exposures beyond the scope of the business unit, the ERM team is brought in
to consult about how to respond and mitigate the risk event. The ERM team would also be responsible for issuing a
standard statement regarding the event. Generally, the ERM’s function is to review and challenge responses of the
business units. Risk owners report risk updates monthly to the ERM team, and they are accountable for communicating
to higher level ERM employees. In each subsidiary, department risk owners are assigned for specific duties, and are
held responsible for risks affecting their vertical.
Communication & Monitoring
The U.S. segment of Company C uses a dashboard to connect risks to specific owners and to monitor the results of risk
management activities. The updated dashboard is communicated to senior management and management
committees monthly and to the board quarterly. The granularity of information increases as the individual’s
involvement in the design and implementation of risk mitigation processes increases. Risk owners report to the ERM
team regarding the specific business unit-related risks and the risk management process monthly.

Figure 8: Dashboard
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Risk Culture & Leadership
Senior management has been very supportive of the ERM process and this is demonstrated by welcoming the ERM
team in the business planning process. There are channels in place for the reporting of risk concerns, including the
use of department leaders as risk liaisons to be the “eyes” and “ears” of the ERM team. The Department leaders
report risk information to the ERM team in order to provide for an enterprise view of risk. To further the risk culture
and leadership, the ERM team is working to design and implement risk management training that would teach the
risk owners how to develop their own risk controls and risk management plans independent of the ERM team.
Currently, training is available for management on the risks, controls, and mitigation plans of the company. The new
employee orientation also includes a segment on risk management.
The next step in promoting more effective risk management is linking incentives to risk ownership, such as including
risk management in an employee’s performance evaluation and incentive plans. The goal for the risk culture is to
have everyone consider themselves a risk manager within the organization, not just those with the “ERM” title.

Development of KRIs

Company C began developing KRIs 3-4 years ago as a monitoring tool to identify areas that need attention and focus
for the mitigation of risks. Since the organization’s KRIs are developed using mostly external data, such as
unemployment rates, the ERM team leads the KRI process. However, if a risk applies to a specific business unit and the
KRIs can be measured using internal data, then the risk owners within the business unit are also involved in developing,
implementing, and monitoring the KRIs.
During business planning, management determines Company C goals and objectives and the ERM team takes each goal
and objective and determines the risk events that could prevent the achievement of these goals and objectives. The
first step in developing the KRIs for trigger events is to determine how macroeconomic trends can impact results. For
example, if Company C’s goal is to grow sales and sales are derived from employment relationships, then the labor
population is used as a macroeconomic measure.
To determine how the macroeconomic trend may impact the company goal, the ERM team works with the Data
Analytics team, which is part of the Finance Department, to look at trends against the business goal and to determine
what can be measured. The Data Analytics team filters through thousands of macroeconomic metrics and data points
per month to find external data that correlates with the business goal. Then the team would apply different conditions
to see how macroeconomic trend impacts the goal. For the sales growth example, the Data Analytics team may create
a large increase or decrease in the unemployment rate and determine the impact that has on sales growth. Then the
team may look at a small increase or decrease in unemployment rate and how that impacts sales growth.
The second step is to identify the critical success factors for attaining the goal and the key assumptions related to the
goal. To determine the answers, the ERM team will review historic internal data. For example, in order to grow sales,
not only must the sales team continue to make a certain number of phone calls per day, but the number of sales agents
making sales calls must also grow. By considering what is key to success and what assumptions are being made, the
ERM team identifies that the recruiting function in Human Resources is one of the keys to the achievement of the sales
goal. The ERM team uses historic data to forecast the number of recruits required to sustain the growth strategy, and
the accuracy of the forecast is monitored using performance metrics.
Company C uses approximately the same number of external and internal metrics to design its KRIs. The ERM team
found that internal data is easier to obtain and measure than external data. Risk owners of the relevant business units
can also help to design and develop KRIs. As a result of using more performance metrics, there are currently more
lagging than leading KRIs. The leading KRIs versus lagging KRIs as a percentage of total KRIs is thirty and seventy percent,
respectively.
The third step is to define the approximate levels for each metric that would indicate the relative level of risk to
achieving the goals. The risk levels are indicated by four colors: green, yellow, orange, and red. Green denotes no risk
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events preventing the achievement of the company goal, and each color subsequent to green indicates an increased
risk of not achieving the company goal.

Figure 9: The four colors used to indicate risk levels.
Company C uses KRIs to indicate trends of how well the company is doing at meeting its goals instead of setting specific
numbers as thresholds. Therefore, the thresholds are set through discussions with the risk owners. To develop the
thresholds, the ERM team member and the risk owner look at what is “good”, “bad”, or “in the middle” and design
mitigation plans based on the impact and likelihood of the risk event. For example, if recruiting is not at a rate that can
sustain sales growth, this risk event would be indicated by an orange or red color to express the urgency of picking up
the recruiting rate.
Monitoring & Reporting KRIs
The last step in the KRI process is to communicate the KRIs which will involve compiling the data from an internal Excel
spreadsheet, and presenting it on a dashboard that links the identified risks to broad goals. Risk owners and business
leaders are able to view more detailed dashboard information. This means a risk owner in a business unit would have
all the information regarding the identified risks, the key risk indicators, the mitigation plan, and the trend. Senior
management will receive a higher-level view with less detailed KRI information. Currently, the KRIs are monitored and
updated annually at the end of Company C’s business planning cycle.

Figure 10: The trend of the arrows reflects an increased or decreased risk of achieving the company’s objectives.
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Challenges & Improvements
The ERM team recognizes that an effective ERM process is “part art, part science.” To facilitate increasing the “part
science,” the ERM team is introducing more quantitative data in designing the KRIs. The challenge to obtaining
quantitative data is that the data is open to individual interpretation. To overcome these challenges and to increase
“buy-in,” the ERM team continuously updates the KRIs instead of waiting to perform an annual evaluation of KRI
accuracy. This continuous effort helps to ensure that KRIs are a relevant focal point of risk management discussions.
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APPENDIX D
Company Overview

Company D is a holding company whose subsidiaries are in the regulated utility industry. Company D has a market
capitalization of $24 billion and reported revenue of approximately $12 billion.

ERM Overview

ERM Function
The ERM process at Company D is maintained through interplay between the Board, the ERM department, the ERM
Steering Committee, and the ERM Corporate Risk Committee. The ERM process at Company D is overseen by the Audit
Committee of the Board of Directors. The ERM Steering Committee also assists with ERM program oversight and risk
oversight. The ERM function at Company D is facilitated by an ERM department that includes the ERM director, who
reports to the CFO and a four member team, who jointly facilitate the ERM program. The ERM director is responsible
for the deployment of the ERM process throughout the organization. The ERM department receives assistance and
input from employees throughout the organization such as Oversight Officers at the Corporate Senior VP Level, Risk
Officers at the Organizational VP level and Responsible Team Members (RTMs) at the director level who act as risk
owners. The ERM process at Company D includes the ERM Corporate Risk Committee that consists of general managers
and directors (RTMs) that are generally closer to the operations. This committee meets quarterly to receive updates
on Corporate risks from RTMs and to evaluate risks that may be elevated to the corporate level. The ERM Steering
Committee, chaired by the CFO, is comprised of Senior Vice Presidents from various departments and leaders of
corporate legal, audit, and compliance functions. The Steering Committee meets quarterly to discuss current trends,
ERM process changes, and fluctuations in risks. The entire ERM process at Company D directly involves about 300
employees out of 14,000 total employees at COM Company D.
Strategy & Objective Setting
While the ERM process at Company D has limited involvement with strategy setting for the entity, risk considerations
play an important role in the annual budgeting process. There is explicit consideration of the resources needed to
adequately mitigate to the most material risks the organization faces. In addition, the department with responsibility
for strategic planning considers the key risks that shape this highly regulated industry.
Risk Identification & Assessment
Risk identification at Company D uses both a top down approach as well as a bottom up approach. Risks are identified
from the top down by the ERM Steering Committee, which scans the landscape for higher-level emerging risks,
benchmarking with industry peers along the way. From the bottom Company D sources risks from surveys,
brainstorming meetings, research, publications, and media. Company D issues surveys to its employees to identify new
risks and Company D conducts brainstorming sessions with tailored questions to identify risks. Once a risk is identified
it can go into one of two categories or both categories if applicable: Tier 1 Corporate risks and Tier 2 Departmental
risks. Corporate risks are risks that are significantly material to the Company. Departmental risks are deemed material
to the individual department. It is important to note that this ERM Overview is only covering the ERM process as it
relates to Corporate risks. This was done because the case study above covers the KRIs for Company D at the corporate
level and to keep the process as easy to understand as possible. The company maintains approximately 14 Corporate
risks whose nature is not limited to operational but also includes strategic, financial, safety and compliance risks. Once
a risk has been identified it is assigned to a Risk Officer who delegates the risk to RTMs that are responsible for
performing detailed risk assessments and implementing mitigation strategies. Corporate risks receive multiple RTMs
due to the high level of materiality the risks present and the multiple areas that it could affect.
Identified and assigned risks are assessed and prioritized by the RTMs. Information is collected from RTMs throughout
the year and documented to keep current information on the risk which also serves as a baseline of information on the
risk for the entire process. While the assessment process provides insights on the risks it is not a quantitative process.
Quantitative amounts are assigned to risks based upon the risk’s severity, likelihood and controllability factors. Severity
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factors include financial, safety and reputational components. Likelihood factors are determined by looking at past
events as well as current probabilities. Finally, controllability evaluates the Organization’s ability to prevent and detect
an event. Each factor is scored on a scale of 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10. Then, the severity, likelihood and controllability scores are
multiplied together to generate a Risk Priority Number (RPN), as shown in the figure below. In order to qualify as a
Corporate risk a risk must be assessed to have a severity score ≥ 8, likelihood score ≥ 4, and controllability score ≥ 6.
The risk’s RPN determines how it is managed and reported to the Board with a higher RPN indicating a higher risk.
Figure 11

Risk Response
Company D focuses their mitigation strategies to prevent, detect, respond, and/or transfer risks. Appropriate
mitigation strategies are developed based on the risk assessment process that yields a RPN. Root cause analyses are
fundamental to eliciting a proper risk response, as the identification of the sources of risks leads to more effective
mitigation strategy. The company makes use of a bow-tie analysis, which promotes thinking about the “causes” of risks
and current preventive measures. However, if little control can be exercised, focus shifts to minimizing the
“consequential impact” of potential events. In this case the Company can develop a bow tie analysis that begins with
focusing on consequences to ensure that an effective mitigation strategy is still being used. Accordingly, an informed
decision can be made as to whether risk responses will center on causes or consequences.
Communication & Monitoring
The bow-tie has facilitated creation of key risk indicators (KRIs) based on identified risk root causes and consequences.
A KRI dashboard has also been formed to monitor risk trends and risk exposure. The Company thinks of KRIs as a
stoplight, with the colors of the light signaling whether when the risk exposure is at an unacceptable, escalating or
acceptable level. A risk’s causes, consequences, mitigation strategy, and KRIs are linked, allowing for senior
management to monitor the risk exposure and if necessary implement an organized and timely response. A risk’s
mitigation strategy is less of a risk response, and more of an ongoing activity in place to address risks continually that
could include prevention, detection, response, and/or transfer. KRIs and bow-tie analyses indicate whether additional
mitigation efforts are necessary. KRIs and bow-tie analyses also provide quantitative, data-driven monitoring over risks.
This quantitative data is combined with qualitative input solicited from SMEs to determine a proper risk assessment,
mitigation strategy, and, if appropriate, corrective action. Together, these data-driven and subjective perspectives
merge as part of monitoring practices.
Corporate risks are given a quarterly review of their risk assessments and mitigation strategies; this process also
produces a KRI performance report. Annually, the ERM director prepares a standard single page report for each
Corporate risk that is combined into an ERM Report to the Board to keep them informed of Company D’s most material
risks. The standard reports on each risk go through various layers of approvals beginning with the RTMs, up to the VP,
and through the Senior VP before being finalized for the CEO’s review. The ERM Report to the Board is uploaded to a
SharePoint and made accessible to ERM’s key stakeholders. Additionally, at least once every three years the RTMs for
each Corporate risk is presented to the Board providing a deep dive into their assigned risk.
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Figure 12 shows the risk assessment guidance document to walk risk owners through their annual or quarterly
assessment.

Figure 12
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Figure 13 is single page report framework for the Corporate Risks.

Figure 13
Risk Culture & Leadership
ERM is integrated within many facets of Company D, one of which being the budgeting process. A risk factor is
considered by Company D when determining funds to be allocated to various projects and departments, speaking to
ERM’s involvement. Additionally, ERM engages in annual meetings attended by top officers and company departments
to review ERM processes at Company D. After these meetings, departments make presentations before the CEO and
President, reviewing the major points from their previous meetings and requesting funding for projects. The ERM
department is also intertwined with Strategic Planning, Auditing, Emergency Preparedness, Compliance and Corporate
Affairs to help ensure the business leverages ERM’s information to help drive and inform business decisions, priorities,
and allocation of resources.

Development of KRIs

The Company began developing KRIs over 5 years ago as the ERM function matured and became more integrated with
the operations of the Company. The goal was to develop metrics that would provide signals to alert management to
increasing risk exposures or trends that could either present opportunities or threaten the achievement of corporate
goals. Company relied on data driven analysis to support its conclusions throughout this process, and organized its
thinking by using a technique referred to as a “bowtie analysis” to identify the metrics that would be most helpful in
predicting risk events.
The bowtie analysis (see illustration below) starts with the risk at the “knot” of the tie which represents the risk event
itself. The analysis can then be created through describing the events or circumstances that may cause the risk event
to occur or the consequences or effects of the risk event occurring. If the bowtie is developed using causes, once they
have been identified the analysis then identifies preventive measures that could be implemented. At this point there
could be an evaluation of the actual preventive measures that the organization has in place to determine whether
additional measures should be put in place. The analysis then moves to the right to look at the potential consequences
that would result after the risk event happens, and the plans the organization either has or should have in place to
minimize the negative effects of the risk. The root causes that have been identified in the box on the upper left of the
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bowtie analysis become the focus of the development of the KRI with the goal being to identify metrics that track those
root causes. If the bowtie is developed using consequences of the risk event, the process is mirrored to identify what
plans the Company has in place to minimize the damage from the risk event. The analysis then moves to the left to look
at what could cause the risk event to occur and what the Company is doing to prevent it from occurring. The
consequences that have been identified in the box on the upper right of the bowtie analysis become the focus of the
development of the KRI with the goal being to identify metrics that track those consequences. By being able to develop
a bowtie analysis based upon causes or consequences the Company has more flexibility into how the risks can be
thought of in the risk assessment stage.

Figure 14: Bowtie Analysis
After the bowtie has been completed the appropriate responses can be developed that address the consequence or
cause. The driving force behind this initiative for the Company is the desire to proactively address both root causes and
consequences of a risk event. While a singular KRI cannot apply to both causes and consequences, the Company would
like to have KRIs of both types for a singular risk rather than focusing solely on causes or consequences.
At the Company, the bowtie analysis is completed through a series of workshops organized by the ERM director. Each
workshop included the RTM as well as subject matter experts from each department. These subject matter experts
usually worked within the organization at the department level, but also had experience dealing with issues affecting
the Company at the enterprise level. The ERM director included subject matter experts to help create a setting which
encouraged debate, but limited the number of subject matter experts to between 6 and 8 in order to keep the
discussion focused. The ERM director believed that with the right combination of people and the appropriate level of
preparation he could create the kind of atmosphere that would drive the creativity needed to identify the relevant root
causes of the major corporate risks of the organization. Each workshop would last two to four hours, and depending
upon the complexity of the risk the number of workshops needed to vet each risk could range from two to four. The
ERM director found that these workshops had to be broken down into a series of meetings in order to be more effective
due to the exhaustive nature of the approach.
Each RTM is asked to pull together information on their risk in advance of the meeting in order to optimize time in the
workshop. Once the causes or consequences are identified, subject matter experts help the group by providing relevant
information. With that information in hand, the group can look more closely at potential causes or consequences and
discuss differences of, all of which sharpens the group’s focus. The members then work together to decode the
indicators of the identified risks by discussing what combination of events would lead to the occurrence of each risk.
Then, they seek to understand the issues which cause the event to occur or the consequences from the event. This
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requires the involvement of subject matter experts who are well versed in the fields relating to each identified risk.
Then the Company reviews mitigation strategies that are either in place or need to be developed for each cause.
The following chart illustrates the analysis of regulatory risk at the Company. The risk is defined as a regulatory body
issues rate or other orders or new or modified regulations that have a material operational or other impact. The bowtie
analysis begins by identifying any causes for this risk. The causes identified are the price of energy commodities rising,
poor economic conditions, the typical customers bill increasing, safety thresholds that are breached, or a poor
relationship with the particular regulatory body. Then, the potential consequences of the risk are identified. These
consequences are rate disallowances or reductions, measures for austerity, a negative financial impact on the
organization, and significant reputational damage.

Figure 15
The causes identified in the bowtie analysis are then evaluated to identify predictive metrics that could be used as KRIs.
The RTMs were asked to define one key data point which could be linked to each of the identified causes, and then
gather three years of historical data on that data point. Data can be sourced both internally and externally; however
internal data is heavily relied upon given the mature nature of the Company’s monitoring activities. The ERM director
at the Company found that the key component of this process is to develop KRIs that look at metrics in different ways.
There should be at least one or two KRIs for each risk that go beyond pure numbers. The reasoning behind this strategy
is that some KRIs are effective predictors but are not easily measured by numbers. These KRIs must be utilized in some
way in order to effectively monitor the risk. The subject matter experts help to develop metrics which are then used
to monitor each KRI. The process was made easier because the data for most risks was already being monitored either
within the Company or externally. In the example given, “state economic conditions” is a metric that is measured
externally by many independent sources, and this allows the RTM a means to gather metrics for this KRI.
The ERM director then worked with the RTMs to set thresholds for each KRI. This often involved the finance department
as their knowledge of risk management was critical. After viewing the historical information, thresholds were
determined by the RTMs by selecting the data points where the KRI had moved into an area of more or less influence
upon the risk. The KRI thresholds are formally reviewed annually by the RTMs. Going forward the Company is
implementing a formal escalation and review process for KRI activities. Included within the review process is oversight
officer approval of KRI thresholds set by RTMs. This approval action is being put into place to increase transparency in
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the process and ensure updated information is being used. The thresholds are represented by three colors: red, yellow,
and green. The green threshold represents an area where the KRI being measured is at an acceptable level, and no
action is necessary in regard to the risk it represents. In the example given, the green threshold for “energy commodity
prices” would be anytime the monthly ratio is below 0.9. When the KRI’s data point moves into the yellow threshold,
it has moved into a cautionary area. This means that the KRI is communicating to the RTM to look closer into the risk
that the KRI represents. In the example “energy commodity prices”, this would be when the monthly ratio moves in
between 0.9 and 1. When the KRI’s data point moves into the red threshold, RTM must consider action in regard to the
mitigation strategies in place for that particular risk. For “energy commodity prices”, the red threshold represents when
the monthly ratio moves above 1.
Next, the subject matter experts determine a weight for each KRI, and this is a scale of high, medium, or low. The
process of determining the weighting is subjective based on the subject matter experts’ opinion of the influence of
that factor on the likelihood of the risk occurring. The weighting of KRIs brings a more specific approach to monitoring
the risk associated with them. Each KRI represents a trigger event which has a proportional impact on the likelihood of
the identified risk occurring. For example, if a KRI like “energy commodity prices” with a high weighting, moves above
the red threshold, it would make regulatory risk more likely to occur than if a KRI like “state regulatory success rate for
prior 12 months” with a low weighting moved above the red threshold.
The result of this process for regulatory risk at the Company is illustrated in the Figure 16 below:

Description

Measure

Energy commodity prices

# - Ratio / monthly

Typical customer bill

Goal
N/A

Thresholds

Weighting

Red: x>=1
Yellow: 0.9<x<1
Green: x<=0.9

High

Ratio of 12 -month N/A
average to 5 yr.
average / monthly

R: x>=1
Y: 0.9<x<1
G: x<=0.9

High

State economic conditions

Unemployment %
rate / monthly

R: x>=9
Y: 7<x<9
G: x<=7

Medium

Exceedance of performance
thresholds

# per every 3 years / N/A
monthly

R: x>=4
Y: 1<=x<=3
G: x=0

Medium

State regulatory success rate
for prior 12 months

% of success rate /
monthly

R: <25%
Y: 25-70%
G: >=70%

Low

N/A

70%

Figure 16
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Figure 17 shows the graphs of the metrics for three of the KRIs used for regulatory risk:

Figure 17
For energy commodity prices, a ratio showing the percentage change from the previous month is used and thresholds
are set. Red is set at greater than 1, yellow between 0.9 and 1, and green at anything below 0.9 and the weight given
is high. For example, a change in energy commodity prices above 1% would be reflected in the red area.

Figure 18
The typical customer bill is tracked using a ratio of the average customer bill for the last 12 months compared to the
average customer bill over the last 5 years. Thresholds are set for red at greater than 1 (12 month average has exceeded
the 5 year average), yellow between 0.9 and 1 (12 month average is 90-100% of the 5 year average, and green at
anything below 0.9 (12 month average is below the 5 year average by 10% or more). When compiling the overall status
of Regulatory risk, the weight given to customer bills is high. The example shows that the 12 month average for the
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typical customer bill is between 95 and 100% of the 5 year average at December 2014. While this is still in the yellow
or caution area, the trend is positive.

Figure 19
State economic conditions are measured using the unemployment rate data taken from independent sources which
monitor the economy of state. The red threshold is set at 9% which represents the unemployment rate, and when the
KRI metric exceeds this threshold the RTM is now aware that the likelihood of the occurrence of this risk has increased.
The yellow threshold is set between 7% and 9%, and this communicates to the RTM to monitor this risk closely because
it is inside the cautionary area. The threshold for green is set for below 7%, and this communicates to the RTM that the
unemployment rate for the state is less than 7% and the KRI data point is within the acceptable range. When compiling
the overall risk assessment, unemployment is assigned a medium weight in determining overall regulatory risk.
The final two KRIs that are used for regulatory risk are performance threshold exceedance which relates to reliability
metrics and the regulatory success rates which relates to regulatory decisions. These KRIs are measured and monitored
like the three KRIs discussed above.
Monitoring & Reporting KRIs
After the development process has been completed, each RTM has the responsibility of monitoring the risks belonging
to the department in which he or she works. The monitoring process involves a continuous gathering of metrics relating
to each KRI. While gathering these metrics, the RTM must keep an open line of communication with the senior officer
of the department in regards to how the risk is being managed. This dialogue includes mitigation strategies that are
being implemented, the status of the mitigation strategies, and any plans for developing new mitigation strategies.
Going forward the Company is implementing an annual review of the KRI’s that will require a sign off from the
responsible team member and oversight officers on the KRI process. The purpose of implementing this authorization
agreement is to provide more oversight of the KRI process, increase accountability for KRI activities, and to further
ensure that mitigation activities continue to be correct and accurate.
At the end of each quarter, the ERM director works with each RTM individually and compiles a KRI summary dashboard
for the risk in that RTM’s department. A comprehensive KRI report is prepared by compiling the KRI summary
dashboards for all the 14 Corporate risks facing the Company. This report is uploaded to a SharePoint that is accessible
to ERM key stakeholders, and provides a high level overview of each risk and the current status of the KRIs in relation
to the risk. The report includes a summary dashboard that communicates the risk assessment, definition of the risk,
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KRI mitigation activities, as well as the current trend and a key headline. Each Corporate risk has its own scorecard to
display the information.
The KRI summary dashboard contains metrics comparing the current quarter measurements against the previous
quarter as well as the previous years’ matching quarter. The metrics show the changes between the current quarter
and the other two quarters in order to give the senior officers an idea of the direction in which the KRI is heading. The
dashboard is organized as a chart that lists the RTM, the risk, and each KRI along the top portion. Measurements for
the three quarters are listed underneath each KRI for easy reference. The dashboard also includes a KRI overall color
assessment, which is taken from the RTM’s KRI graph for that particular KRI. Underneath each KRI summary dashboard,
a short narrative is provided that describes any changes in the colors of the KRIs. This summary describes the change,
what specifically occurred to cause the change, and whether this change was an improvement or a setback. This
narrative gives the senior officer enough information to be able to have a discussion with the RTM in regards to any
actions which may need to be taken to address the status of the KRI. These discussions occur regularly between the
RTM and the senior officer, so if there is any unexpected change the narrative will be descriptive enough to inform the
senior officer of why it occurred.
The most significant initiative the Company has for the future of its KRI process is the internal publication of its KRI
“playbook”. This playbook will cover the entire KRI process from start to finish and contain all of the information that
pertains to the risk each KRI tracks including risk description, assessment, and mitigation actions. This is being
implemented to assist the Company is making the KRI process as continuous as possible so the most up to date and
accurate data is being used.
The ERM director at the Company understands that some KRIs are within the organization’s control and some are not.
The reason for employing KRIs is to help determine whether the mitigation strategies being employed by each
department for managing risks are effective. The ERM director does not own the risks being managed, but they do own
the process of managing the risk. This is essential to the success of the process, and the team continuously monitors
the effectiveness of KRIs. They do this by meeting quarterly with the corporate risk committee and challenging the data
being presented to them by the RTMs from each department.
Summary
The Company effectively uses Key Risk Indicators to monitor the major 14 Corporate risks that face the organization.
The process started by identifying the causes or consequences to these major risks by using a bowtie analysis. The ERM
director then employed an efficient process that enables the RTMs from each department to apply measurable metrics
to each of these KRIs. Each KRI was then monitored quarterly using graphs to display those metrics in an easy to follow
way. The role of the ERM function with regards to KRIs at the Company is that they are facilitators of this process, while
it is the responsibility of the RTMs to manage the risks in their respective departments. The reporting process actively
engages senior executives by providing key information on KRIs which trigger a review and may lead to potential change
to current mitigation strategies. The Company has a robust ERM function in place, and the development, monitoring,
and reporting of KRIs has given them a valuable tool in managing their key corporate risks. Nonetheless, the Company
will continue to seek ways to improve its ERM program and the KRI process. The recent implementation of an annual
formal review of trigger points to increase KRI transparency and the current development of “playbooks” for each KRI
are two examples of continuous improvement efforts.
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APPENDIX E
Company Overview

Company E is in the highly competitive hospitality market but has seen major success in the past decade and is now
seen as an industry leader. Company E is a global brand, with over 5000 properties in 109 countries. Their goal in 2019
is to continue to expand into new markets, with 2,500 properties in the pipeline. The majority of Company E’s revenue
is earned in the US and Europe.

ERM Overview
ERM Function

Figure 20
Company E, along with a few others, has moved away from the standard ERM process and moved towards an advisory
process. They believe the risk function is not charged with managing risk but rather is a facilitator of the process. The
idea was to change the standard perspective of managing risk, and instead act as more of a consulting group, whereby
the function serves to facilitate and advise on risk management practices that risk owners can use in their specific
department. The ERA function is made up of the Head of Enterprise Risk Advisory. There are three lines between the
Head of ERA and the CEO. The process involves the Head of ERA reporting to the Chief Risk Officer then the CFO and
then CEO. Company E’s aim for 2019 is to expand this team and bring in individuals who understand the ERM function
as well as Company E’s business model. While it can be helpful to hire from within the company, Company E believed
it was even more important to have someone who understood the importance of having a well-structured risk
management process and the opportunities this can bring to an organization.
The CFO is very involved with the ERA process. He is briefed every six- eight weeks to keep him updated. He attends
Executive committee meetings one to two times per year. He will also meet with the audit committee four times and
the board once per year. The meeting with the board will discuss the risk at a high level.
Typically, the CEO will receive the risk reports at the closure of the risk assessment phase, which occurs once a year
during the second quarter. The closure of the risk assessment phase typically ends with the CRO and Head of Enterprise
Risk Advisory meeting with the full Executive Committee and the CEO to discuss the details of each risk and how they
are intertwined. This meeting involves the final risk determination presented to the Audit committee of the board in
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Q2 (Note: Company E’s Board decided to delegate responsibilities for risk oversight to the Audit Committee, they have
not established a distinct Risk Committee at the board level). The risk assessment results are also communicated to
the Board of Directors during the third quarter. General updates on risk office activities are provided each quarter to
the Audit Committee.
Strategy & Objective Setting
In recent years, Company E’s top risks have moved from being more execution and compliance related to strategic.
This change has allowed the activities of the ERA function to be more in line with the business and its strategic
objectives. This in turn has improved the shareholders outlook as they are invested in the value of the company. This
has enabled the risk assessment process to be more efficient and accurate.
Company E has linked Enterprise Risk Analysis to their strategy through the use of multiple functional strategy teams.
The strategic teams meet every 90 days to remain connected to the initiatives and objectives. The strategic plans are
updated every three years and the company is in the process of establishing sophisticated ERA materials to use
throughout the planning process.
Company E has adopted an annual MBO (Management by Objectives) process based upon the objectives that are part
of a long-term strategic plan. The Human Resources team is responsible for developing the MBO alongside the business
functions and leaders. This team includes the Executive Vice Presidents, Senior Vice Presidents, Vice Presidents, all
corporate team members and General Managers. In 2019 the ERA team partnered with HR to ensure all of the risks
identified by the ERA process are covered by the leadership MBO’s. During 2019 the HR and ERA teams are evolving
the process of MBO development with the aim of gaining further engagement from executive staff. They look to
accomplish this by providing them with more real time knowledge on the organization’s top risks, through Key Risk and
Performance Indicator analysis which will further demonstrate the importance of the ERA function and the
opportunities effective risk management can present.
Risk Identification & Assessment
Throughout the risk identification and assessment process, Company E relies heavily on surveys. This allows them to
reach more people and gain a greater understanding of the risks in the first phase of the process. The survey breaks
the risks up into thirteen versions by function. The six different categories applied to risk in the universe include:
strategic, external, financial, people, process and technology. These surveys are distributed to 200-250 employees,
with a separate survey on each risk category being distributed to the subject matter experts. The survey process begins
with the Head of Enterprise Risk Advisory and is distributed throughout the organization. The employees who receive
the surveys are part of the Company E leadership group. This means they are at a management level within their
specific department, with 88% being Vice Presidents and above. The other 12% include the SME’s, Managers of
Departments, and Senior Directors. At the end of the survey, each respondent is able to rate those risks that have not
been identified in the survey. The survey rates the risks on impact, likelihood and capability using a 5-point scale.
An example of this is the IT department would receive the survey focused on those risks related to information
technology including cyber security and system downtime. In addition to the surveys, the ERA team will gather
additional risk information to understand area’s with potential blind spots. This risk identification process occurs on an
annual basis. Prior to the move towards ERA, they used to give all 200 employees the same survey. However, they
realized this was problematic as throughout the initial stage everyone was identifying different key risks and many risks
suffered from collapsing to the mean due to lack of knowledge of survey respondents (i.e. everything was a 3).
Once the surveys have been collected, the Chief Risk Officer and ERA team will go through a deep dive process with 60
employees who are subject matter experts. The top risks are identified and discussed with the experts in the
appropriate field. The risks are then rated again based on the three dimensions, with impact and likelihood averaged.
They then measure these averages against capability in order to develop the “GAP” scale, which is the area between
capability and exposure. If the “GAP” shows capability is lower than exposure, it becomes a top risk.
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The third phase of the risk identification process involves a discussion between the Enterprise Risk Committee. This is
a non-executive meeting that meets and reviews the results. From there the ERA team will determine whether the risk
should be elevated or demoted. All of this occurs prior to the Executive Committee meeting discussed above.
The risks are rated individually, as previous attempts to measure as a group were overly complicated. They were heavily
reliant on the ERA team to define connections. They realized this was not a good determination of how the business
side of the company connected risk. This is something leadership is hoping to implement in the long run as they see
value in it. The mechanics of the process have been the stumbling block. While Company E uses spider diagrams to
show how risks are connected, the ERA function has found conversation with management to be the best approach to
connect risks with other areas of the business.

Figure 21
The survey process has been helpful for Company E as it allows them to identify risks proactively and monitor those
risks that could evolve over the next three years. The Chief Risk Officer travels to various regions around the world to
discuss the risks with the management team located in those regions.
In 2019 Company E is implementing a new model. This model looks to give more risk ownership at the executive level.
The ERA team will develop the KRIs to assist those leaders in their evaluation of exposure. Currently most evaluations
are based on qualitative information from their teams and then the survey. Company E have Executives who debate
the accuracy of the survey results in evaluating the risk. The ERA team hopes the approved KRIs provide a more
objective venue to look at how risk is moving. A leader whose team is conveying positive movement qualitatively, might
see something different in these KRIs and be able to challenge their teams accordingly. The hope with this new model
is that the natural behavior of thinking we assign resources to the risk and then “think” exposure is reduced will be
mitigated.
We can use the risk of cyber security to present this. By employing a CISO (Chief Information Security Officer) we have
not automatically mitigated the risk. The officer must do something to make the risk exposure change. It is noted that
Company E survey, and qualitative process often attempts to give credit to hiring and or allocation of funds. However,
the process should not end here.
This new model will look to increase communication and transparency in Company E. It will set up a two-way street so
risk information by the way of KRIs flows both up and down within the organizational hierarchy. This will ultimately
drive greater alignment.
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Risk Response
Company E assigns responsibility for developing risk response to risk owners and leaders throughout the business but
assigns articulating risk responses to risk experts / liaisons and Enterprise Risk Committee members. This group includes
60 people, with 25 being on the audit committee, who is actively involved in discussion throughout the first quarter of
the year. This approach allows them to determine any events that could lead to a risk in the future. While documenting
the risk the ERA team challenges the liaisons, Risk Owners and Committee members to identify how the risk could hurt
the company. The ERA team notices that as a company we should not only focus on what “are” we doing but also what
we “should” be doing to mitigate risk in the future. This will further increase forward visibility and help respond to the
risk. This group may change from year to year in order to bring in fresh ideas and minimize the potential for blind spots.
This group of experts includes management level experts in particular fields as well as certain executives, including the
CFO, who would have the enterprise view. The company promotes the discussion of risks at all levels of the company
and believes this has created a healthy culture.
The role of the ERA function is to challenge management to develop responses to risks that are not overly generic at
the enterprise level. The CRO oversees enterprise and operational risk and must evaluate new risks to determine their
impact, and whether the risk is significant enough to involve senior management. This is based on the CRO assessment
of the residual effects of the risk. For some risks the risk function has established partnerships e.g. with legal
compliance, to perform ad hoc risk assessments. An example of these type of risk assessments is country-based risk
assessment given some of the company’s prospective business growth is forecast to be taking place in less politically
stable environments as well as in areas where there is a heightened risk of terrorism or conflict. The Risk Officers are
looked to by leadership to perform objectives throughout the risk assessment process. Throughout the risk response
they will challenge leaderships articulated responses. The ERA team is better equipped to assess whether risks have
been mitigated or not.
Communication & Monitoring
Company E uses dashboards, workshops and memorandums to communicate risk information throughout the
organization. At the business level they determine the dimensions of the risk by answering three questions: what it is,
why do we care, and what are we going to do about it. These three questions are answered in a written document,
which is then published to executives. This distribution is very limited and may not be given to all executives. At higher
levels of management, Company E is focusing on trends and grouping those trends into distinct categories based on
the risk. This categorization was preferred by the executive leadership as it gives them a broad view to assess the
impact the risk trend may have on the company. Company E has begun using workshops to identify new risks because
the workshops allow the ERA function to reach more employees across various departments.
Due to confidentiality concerns, Company E limits distribution of its risk reports with most of the information being
delivered up the chain of command. The Executives of each department are the only ones who get the report
containing their department’s gap analysis. Communication begins with the risk expert and continues up the ladder to
the Executive and C-Suite members. Twice a year the Enterprise Risk Committee meets to discuss whether the risk
assessment and response is satisfactory and how to combat any residual effects, following that the Chief Risk Officer,
Head of Risk Advisory and the CFO brief the Executive team on risk.
Company E noticed over several years of conducting survey-based risk assessment that the responses are prone to
sentiment influences that don’t correlate to actual risk movements. As a result, in 2018, a decision was made to
reconsider Key Risk Indicators. KRI adoption was attempted for some risks earlier in the ERM program’s evolution with
limited success. In late 2018, the ERA team started to develop a methodology and approach for KRIs. Thus far they
have identified a somewhat significant overlap with 1KPIs and are evaluating the best approach to adopt.
Risk Culture & Leadership
“Making [Company E] different and innovative in the ERM space is what will make [Company E] successful in the
future.” (CEO)
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Figure 22
Company E has a great risk culture, which starts with a strong tone at the top. This is shown by their implementation
of an ERM process back in 2010, and then the establishment of the Risk Office in 2014. This saw them become a leader
with regards to risk management in the hospitality industry. They attribute much of their success to their ability to
foresee risk events and have the correct controls in place to mitigate risks. They have consistently challenged
management to be involved with the process, and the results have allowed them to be an industry leader.

Development of KRIs

The company began designing KRIs in 2015, with the goal to develop metrics and provide signals to alert management
to increasing risk exposure or trends that could negatively impact the strategic objectives. Company E began to develop
KRIs, while the Enterprise Risk Analysis process was in the early phases of development. In this initial attempt, KRIs
were not seen as a feasible option. The business side was more focused on the growth and profitability of Company E
and wanted to see a greater implementation of KPIs, instead.
However, in 2018, they began to see a need for both leading and lagging KRIs given the volatility of survey results in
order to help with risk quantification.
The ERA team developed KRIs, by collaborating with senior leadership and management. This was seen as a three-step
process:
•
•
•

Initial metrics determined based on the information given by the business leaders and management
Interviews between the ERA team and business leaders to determine the effectiveness of the metric’s
previously determined by the ERA team
ERA team establish the measurements for the KRIs

Department leaders and management would be asked to provide KRI suggestions on top risks that had the greatest
impact on their area of expertise. They were then asked the reasons behind why they felt these risks appeared and
some of the challenges they had to monitoring the specific risks. The ERA team, based on the information that had
been provided to them, would begin to develop their first metrics that will represent the challenges to these risks.
These metrics include both qualitative and quantitative values. Once this had been accomplished, the ERA team would
meet with the department leaders and management who had provided them with the initial risk information. They
would meet to discuss their thoughts and reactions to the metric provided. The ERA team would tend to have three to
five sets of conversations before they moved onto the next step. Throughout these conversations, the ERA team made
it a priority to make sure the department leaders understood the metrics and the reasons behind why they had been
used. The tracking of the metrics was also discussed to determine any changes that had to be made and whether a
more efficient and effective value could be used. In the initial meetings it was normal that three to five key business
leaders would meet as a group. However, as they got further through the process, they would turn to one on one
interviews.
Once these initial meetings were concluded and the potential metrics had been agreed upon, thresholds of the KRIs
needed to be determined. Company E intends to implement thresholds through the use of brainstorming activities
between the ERA team and leaders of the departments.
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Company E uses spreadsheets to help facilitate their KRI process. They begin with the initial risk and the reasons why
this is a risk. From there, the ERA team will discuss the various options with upper level management. The ERA team
will provide potential metrics that will be used to measure the risk.
After the initial KRI process has been completed pending on their upcoming threshold implementation, Company E will
determine the risk mitigation direction.
Risk Mitigation Direction
The Risk Mitigation direction (increasing or decreasing) will be produced after conversations by the ERA team with the
risk owners and department managers. If this data is quantifiable, the ERA team will produce a report. This report is
then analyzed further by the ERA team to pick up on themes mentioned by individual risk owners. If this isn’t possible,
the ERA team will spend more time interviewing and obtaining an understanding of the current risk environment as
well as looking at external data.
Thresholds
KRI (1)

Lower Threshold (%)
50%

Target Threshold (%)
95%

Upper Threshold (%)
100%

Above is an example of what the threshold would look like in the spreadsheet. These thresholds will be determined by
the ERA team based off numerous discussions with upper- management and executives. The lower thresholds are
based on what Company E’s risk appetite would be, without it affecting the strategy. The upper threshold is what
“utopia” looks like. This is the number or percentage Company E is aiming for and would be a “best case scenario”
situation. From there they will determine the target number. This is what the risk owners should be striving for. If the
number goes below the target, further discussions will be had with the head of that department and the ERA team,
who will determine how to reach these targets. The risk is not seen as unacceptable until it falls below the lower
threshold.
Monitoring & Reporting of KRIs
Once the KRI’s have been developed, they will be distributed to Risk Owners and Enterprise Risk Committee members.
The department leadership team is comprised of risk owners with the primary responsibility of monitoring risks. The
risk owners will in turn distribute the findings to employees within their respective departments as appropriate.
Throughout the quarter, there will be a direct line of communication between the risk owners (department leaders)
and the ERA team.
The ERA team continues to update their spreadsheet, including new metrics and the amount of residual risk at the end
of each quarter. Once calculated, the trend of risk movement quarter over quarter is analyzed. This trend will then be
placed into three categories, increasing, stay the same and decreasing. Based on these metrics, the ERA team will go
onto update their “effective exposure.” The “effective exposure” is measured by likelihood and impact of the risk at its
current level. From this, the ERA team will determine their risk exposure in comparison to where it was at the beginning
of the year.
The monitoring process is ongoing and continues throughout the year. The thresholds function as appetite statements
by each metric used as triggers are constantly evaluated and updated throughout the year. If a new piece of
information could affect a KRI, the threshold will be changed to account for this. The ERA team expects that as
mitigations against a risk get better, the area of exposure will be easier to track. The parameter by which Company E
determines exposure and manages the risk will get more precise and hopefully narrow.
The ERA team communicates their KRIs using excel documents to those at the risk owner level. As they begin to present
their findings to upper management, the ERA team will begin to introduce dashboards. The ERA team decided to use
this style of spreadsheet as it is simplistic and easy to understand. They noted that to have an effective KRI program,
the risks and controls must be easily understood by the key risk owners (department leaders).
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Company E is hopeful as the ERM system matures it will become more digitized. They are looking to establish a risk
analysis portal that would allow each department to log in and see their risk trend on a quarterly basis. This will make
it easier for department leaders to track their risk in comparison with the metrics and thresholds set forth by the ERA
team.
Challenges & Improvements
Company E found that despite the culture being very risk based, the topic of KRIs often created tension in the
organization. The difficulties were due to misunderstandings between the ERA team and risk owners about their roles
and difficulties with buy-in. Based off of feedback from upper management, Company E decided to adopt a mix of KRI’s
and KPIs in the coming year. Management believes KPIs are less subjective and will be better accepted throughout the
organization. KPIs will allow the business leaders to focus on the growth of the company.
The business side of Company E consistently identifies lagging KRIs to use within models. For an effective KRI process,
it is important to see a mixture of both leading and lagging KRIs. The business unit leaders deferred to the ERA team to
develop leading KRIs. The development of the leading indicators has proved to be problematic for some risks as the
ERA team lacks an appropriate level of knowledge compared to the risk owners in managing the risk. The development
of thresholds can be contentious within Company E and attempting to assign monetary values with the risks identified
was difficult. The ERA team saw this as necessary so that the business leaders could efficiently manage the capital
assigned to risk mitigation.
Conversely, the ERA team at Company E sees the importance of using KRIs within their risk management process. The
use of KPIs is a great tool but they are typically focused on past events. KRIs on the other hand help an organization by
providing leading information to mitigate future exposure. Company E’s ERA team is continuously attempting to find
new ways to implement KRIs into their business strategy. The CEO and much of his core leadership team realize the
importance of effective risk management as a long term strategic tool that Company E can use to their advantage,
however some leaders remain more reticent on the potential value of a systematic, process and metric based
approach, versus the more informal processes they use today. The ERA team believe this level of focus on risk will
eventually be present at all levels of the company. The ERA team will continue to work hard finding new quantitative
data that can be used effectively by upper level management.
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